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Induced and cooperative order of Nd ions in NdNiO 3

F. Bartoloméa) and J. Bartolomé
I.C.M.A., C.S.I.C.-Universidad de Zaragoza, 50009 Zaragoza, Spain
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Low-temperature specific heat measurements on NdNiO3 evidence the onset of Nd cooperative
ordering atTN250.77 K. Because of the particular arrangement of the Ni magnetic moments, half
of the Nd ions have an antiferromagnetically compensated environment while the other half have a
noncompensated one. We show that both types of Nd ions are affected by a different but
non-negligible Nd–Ni exchange field, in contrast with the current model used in literature. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!70708-0#
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RMO3 are model systems to investigate the interactio
between the two types of magnetic atoms~R5rare earth,
M53d or 4d metal!. It has been shown in NdMO3 systems1

that when Nd–Nd interaction is in isolation, i.e., M is di
magnetic, Nd orders atTN'1 K. The introduction of a mag-
netic 3d transition metal leads to magnetic ordering of the
sublattice atTN1 , which ranges from;700 K for NdFeO3 to
;200 K for NdCrO3 and NdNiO3. Below TN1 , the M sub-
lattice polarizes the Nd sublattice, with the same symme
as the M magnetic order, as seen clearly by neutron diffr
tion. This M–Nd polarization splits the Nd ground doubl
reducing the magnetic entropy available for cooperative
dering. Thus, Nd cooperative ordering appears in so
cases, as in NdFeO3,

2 while it is fully inhibited in others, as
in NdCrO3,

1 depending on the relative intensity of Nd–M
and Nd–Nd interactions.

NdNiO3 is a rather peculiar case. Ni moments order
TN15200 K, at which a metal–insulator transition tak
place,3 TM2I5TN1 . An orbital superlattice has been d
scribed to set in below that temperature for the occupatio
the d Ni states, giving rise to a very unusual antiferroma
netic structure.4 It can be described as alternating layers p
pendicular to @001# ~A1A1A2A2A1A1

¯). Ni magnetic
moments are almost parallel to thea axes. Within an A6

layer, the Ni moments forming rows parallel to theb axes are
ferromagnetic, in such a way that a112211¯ antiferro-
magnetic array is formed along thea-axes direction. Finally,
in A2 layers all Ni spins are inverted with respect to those
A1 ones. The magnetic unit cell is composed of fourPbnm
cells. This alternated structure induces the existence of
Nd sites with respect to its ‘‘magnetic environment.’’ Ea
Nd ion is placed approximately at the center of a cube of
ions. Those occupying a site between A1 and A2 planes
have an antiferromagnetic environment~four parallel and
four antiparallel Ni neighbors, labeled B0 Nd layers!. In con-
trast, those Nd ions placed between two A1 ~or two A2) Ni
planes have an uncompensated magnetic environment~six
parallel and two antiparallel Ni neighbors, B6 Nd layers!. It
has been proposed that this superstructure provokes ind
magnetic order in B6 Nd layers~paramagnetic planes acte
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by a ‘‘strong’’ Ni–Nd exchange field! and a pure paramag
netic state of Nd in B0 planes~free moments under a negl
gible Ni–Nd field!. The whole magnetic structure was r
fined with this hypothesis as a function of temperature.4 The
ordered Nd moment on B6 layers follow, after Ref. 4, a
Langevin function governed by an exchange fieldHexc

6

52.5(2) T, while the Nd moments on B0 planes are fully
unpolarized tillT51.5 K (Hexc

0 '0). The analysis of muon-
spin-relaxation~MSR! experiments confirmed, after Garc´a
Muñoz et al.,5 this peculiar Nd arrangement. Independe
neutron diffraction experiments have been analyzed wit
the same framework in the range 30,T,0.2 K.6 A sharp
increase of the intensity due to Nd is observed at 0.2
which was attributed either to the onset of Nd–Nd intera
tions or to the hyperfine enhancement of the neut
reflections.7

Hexc
6 is similar to other published values for Nd–M in

teraction: Hexc
Nd–Fe50.9 T in NdFeO3 ~Ref. 8! and Hexc

Nd–Cr

511.5(3) T in NdCrO3.
8 It has to be emphasized that i

NdFeO3 and NdCrO3, Nd occupycompensatedmagnetic en-
vironments, and despite that, Nd–M exchange fields
similar or even quite higher than that assumed to corresp
to uncompensatedNd ions in NdNiO3. The comparison ren-
ders unlikely theHexc

0 '0 value for B0 Nd.
The temperature dependence of the Nd induced orde

obtained from the neutron diffraction analysis allows us
calculate the entropy and specific heat associated to eac
subsystem. If B0 Nd ions are actually unpolarized, its mag
netic entropy is constant,@(R/2) ln(2)#, thus, not contributing
to the specific heat. The entropy of B6 Nd ions would be that
of a paramagnet under a constant field and the correspon
specific heat is a Schottky curve.

Figure 1 shows our low-temperature specific heat m
surements on NdNiO3. Two different samples were mea
sured at ICMA, Zaragoza (0.25,T,4 K, ‘‘ s’’ ! and the
Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium~KOL!, Leiden (0.07,T
,2.5 K, ‘‘3’’ !. Both curves agree within the experiment
error, as shown in the figure.

The lattice contribution, estimated from measureme
on LaNiO3 and LaGaO3 ~Ref. 9! is orders of magnitude
smaller that the magnetic contribution belowT54 K and
will be neglected. The measured specific heat curve,C, pre-
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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sents a broad Schottky-like maximum, withTmax between
1.5 and 2 K, a smalll peak at 0.77 K, and a plateau belo
0.2 K, probably related with a hypefine contribution.1 From
the experimental curve we can calculate the magnetic
tropy, also shown in Fig. 1~thick dotted curve, right scale!.
The specific heat~thin full line! and its corresponding en
tropy ~thin dashed line! calculated from the results of Ref.
are represented in the same scales as the experimental r
in Fig. 1. This figure evidences a total disagreement betw
the model assumed from neutron diffraction refinements4 and
the experiment. From the experimentalC(T) curve, it is de-
rived that S(T54 K!50.63~2!R, representing 91% of the
magnetic entropy of thewholeNd system. This indicates tha
everyNd ion is ~partially! polarized below 4 K and not only
one half of them. This rules out the magnetic structure
beled ‘‘model 1’’ in Ref. 4, at least in the nontrivial resu
that Nd ‘‘B0’’ ordered magnetic moment would vanish. In
deed, the peak observed inC(T) at TN250.77 K evidences
the onset of cooperative magnetic ordering of the whole
subsystem.

The Zeeman splitting by the Nd–Ni exchange field
the Nd ground doublet at the B0 and B6 sites can be directly
probed by high-resolution inelastic neutron scattering~INS!.
We performed an INS experiment at the IRIS spectrome
of the ISIS facility, the British spallation neutron source. T
INS spectrum recorded on 2.5 g of powdered NdNiO3 at T
52 K is shown in Fig. 2. Two distinct excitation channe
are observed, atD050.35 meV~4.1 K! andD650.46 meV
~5.2 K!, where the notation of Ref. 4 is maintained. It
important to note the similar INS experiments yielded sin
excitation peaks on NdFeO3 ~Ref. 10! (DNdFe55.7 K! and
NdCrO3 ~Ref. 11! (DNdCr527 K!. In those cases, the INS
excitation energies are in excellent agreement with the s
ting calculated from the Schottky curves observed in spec
heat measurements.1 Our INS experiment experimentall
evidences the magnetic polarization of both Nd subsyst
by Nd–Ni interaction, in accord with the entropy conside
ations developed earlier. Moreover, it rules out the hypo

FIG. 1. Left scale: Experimental~s,3! and calculated from Ref. 4~thin full
line! specific heat of NdNiO3. Right scale: Magnetic entropy of NdNiO3 as
calculated from ourC data~thick dotted line! and from Ref. 4~thin dashed
line!.
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D050.

The C(T) dependence of NdNiO3 is similar to that of
NdFeO3. In a recent paper we developed a mean field mod2

including Nd–Fe and Nd–Nd interactions for equivalent N
ions, which describe the specific heat and the neutron
fracted intensities due to Nd–Fe polarization above and
low TN2 in NdFeO3. However, the model has to be modifie
to quantitatively reproduce the NdNiO3 C curve, by assum-
ing that half of the Nd ions are acted by a greater Nd–
exchange field than the other half. One has to take into
count that belowTN1 , thePbnmsymmetry breaks down an
the unit cell includes 16 Ni and 16 Nd ions. Then, a base
spin operators has 16 magnetic modes for Ni and 16 more
Nd. Let us denoteN̂x the mode in which Ni orders afte
Garcı́a Muñoz et al.4 The Ni–Nd polarization acts in the Nd
ions with the same symmetry asN̂x, belonging to the same
irep of the magnetic group. We will denoten̂x the Nd mode
due to Nd–Ni exchange. The experimentalC(T) curve evi-
dences a true phase transition atTN250.77 K. This implies
that the Nd–Nd interaction favors a magnetic arrangem
belonging to a different irep of the magnetic group thann̂x.
The corresponding spin operator will be denotedr̂ , whose
exact form is not yet known.

The mean-field Hamiltonian for the Nd ions is

H522ucr r̂22upnn̂x2gxmBHexcn̂x22ucr
222upn2,

~1!

where the first and second terms describe the Nd–Nd
change in cooperative and polarized modes, with excha
constantsuc andup , respectively. The mean-field order p
rameters for the cooperative and polarized modes arer5
2 1

2^ r̂ & andn52 1
2^n̂x&. The third term is the Nd–Ni Zeema

term, with Hexc depending on the Nd site. The two late
terms are mean-field self-interaction corrections.

If one imposesHexc
6 .

Þ
Hexc

0 , the free energy splits into

two,

FIG. 2. High resolution INS spectrum. The Nd Zeeman excitation peaks
marked by arrows. The feature at 0.24 meV is a spurious diffraction p
from the monocromator. The full-scale spectrum is also shown.
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F a5 (
a56,0

1

2
ucr

21
1

2
upn22T lnF2 coshS Da

2TD G ~2!

wherea5 ‘ ‘ 6 ’ ’ or ‘‘0’’ and

Da5A~2ucr!21~gxmBHexc
a 12upn!2 ~3!

is the exchange splitting of the Nd31 ground doublet. By
minimizing F a with respect tora and na , one gets the
characteristic equations

r5r
2uc

Da
tanh

Da

2T
, ~4!

n5
gxmBHexc

a 12upn

Da
tanhS Da

2TD . ~5!

Two distinct situations are possible for the Nd syste
from the solutions of these two equations: a paramagn
phase, with existence of polarization but not cooperative
der (r50), and a polarizedandcooperatively ordered phas
(rÞ0). The entropy of the Nd system can be calcula
from Eq.~2!, and the specific heat is easily computable fro
this equation by numeric integration.2

We dispose of four parameters to fit the specific he
uc , up , Hexc

6 , andHexc
0 . The valueuc50.8 K has been well

determined in NdGaO3,
12 where Nd–Nd interaction is iso

lated.up50.2 K was determined in NdFeO3 ~though the an-
isotropy of the Nd–Nd exchange would be quite different
NdNiO3). With the exchange constants fixed to that val
the best fit for the specific heat is shown in the upper pane
Fig. 3 ~thick line!, together with the experimental data. Th
contributions from each Nd sublattice are also shown~thin
lines!. The model properly reproduces the experimen
C(T). However, this fit givesD052.6 andD655.3 K, with
D0 too low compared with the experimental value~4.1 K!. If
D0 andD6 are optimized while the theoreticalTN2 is relaxed
during the fitting, one can obtain a compromise best fit.
deed, ordering temperature is systematically overestim
by mean-field models, whileD0 and D6 have been experi
mentally obtained. This best compromise yieldsuc50.88,
up50.82,D053.6, andD655.6 K, withTN250.82 K, prop-
erly reproducing theC(T) shape in the Nd paramagnet
regime. The obtained values ofD0 andD6 are quite compa-
rable, within experimental errors, to those yielded by IN
experiments. The ordered regime is not well described, as
mean-field model does not take into account spin wave c
tributions.

In conclusion, this work shows thatbothNd subsystems
B0 and B6, are strongly polarized by Nd–Ni exchange wh
cooling down from 20 K toTN250.77 K, temperature a
which cooperative ordering of the Nd ions sets on. Th
results are in strong contradiction with the previously p
posed low-temperature behavior of Nd in NdNiO3.
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analysis of the low-temperature neutron diffraction and M
data is due to achieve a full understanding of the pheno
enology.
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Lower panel: Compromise best fit including the INSD6 andD0 data in the
fitting procedure.


